Language and perception are two central cognitive systems. Until relatively recently, however, the interaction between them has been examined only partially and not from an over-arching theoretical perspective. Yet it has become clear that linguistic and perceptual interactions are essential to understanding both typical and atypical human behaviour. In this editorial, we examine the link between language and perception across three domains. First, we present a brief review of work investigating the importance of perceptual features, particularly shape bias, when learning names for novel objects-a critical skill acquired during language development. Second, we describe the Visual World Paradigm, an experimental method uniquely suited to investigate the languageperception relationship. Studies using the Visual World Paradigm demonstrate that the relationship between linguistic and perceptual information during processing is both intricate and bi-directional: linguistic cues guide interpretation of visual scenes, while perceptual information shapes interpretation of linguistic input. Finally, we turn to a discussion of cospeech gesture focusing on iconic gestures which depict aspects of the visual world (e.g., motion, shape).
Introduction
Language and perception are two central cognitive systems. Until relatively recently, however, the interaction between them has been examined only partially and not from an over-arching theoretical perspective (e.g. Miller and Johnson-Laird 1976) . Yet it has become clear that language and perception interactions are essential to understand both typical and atypical human behaviour. Recent work in 'embodied cognition' and 'cognitive linguistics' has shown that language processing involves the construction of situation models and early activation of perceptual representations (see Barsalou 2009 for review).
Beyond these empirical demonstrations, though, there is a notable absence of an explanatory framework in which language-perception interactions can be understood (see for example Chatterjee 2010) .
There is a rich bi-directional interface between language and perception. Visual perceptual experience informs language and the conceptual system and can shape language processing. At the level of sound, the visual cues of speech can enhance speech perception or even distort it, as demonstrated in the wellknown McGurk effect (McGurk and MacDonald 1976; MacDonald and McGurk 1978) . Visual information has been shown to activate (prime) languagerelated information early in development (Mani and Plunkett 2010) . It is also the case that atypically developing children display a problem in matching object-images to corresponding linguistic labels (von Koss Torkildsen et al. 2007 ). However, the mechanism underlying this interaction (and its failure in some populations) has not been identified. Further open questions concern the extent to which visual perception contributes to word meaning (in long-term memory), and whether the comprehension of certain categories of words depend on the visual system. Here evidence is mixed and existing accounts are conflicting (Bedny et al. 2008; Bedny and Caramazza 2011; Glenberg and Gallese 2012; Pulvermüller 2012) .
Language in turn also influences perception at several levels. Language mediates eye-movements to images present immediately in the visual context, as demonstrated in studies employing the visual-world paradigm (VWP) (Cooper 1974; Tanenhaus et al. 1995; Spivey et al. 2002; Allopenna et al. 1998; Altmann and Kamide 1999) , and language also mediates motion processing of visual stimuli (Coventry et al. 2013 ). However, while existing studies document the effect of language context, and provide evidence that speakers rely heavily on linguistic cues in deciding what to anticipate as the speech signal unfolds, they fail to show what is the exact nature of the prediction, and the level at which linguistic and visual information integrate (Magnuson 2019) .
The most straightforward explanation of why language and perception are inextricably related is the fact that we can talk about what we perceive. Furthermore, perceptual terms which are grounded in spatial relations in the world, including motion, are often used across languages to form analogies for the expression of more abstract terms, such as e.g. time.
More importantly, in Pylyshyn's apt formulation, the main reason for the inherent relationship between language and perception is that ''the perceptual system is the primary means through which language acquires a semantics'' (Pylyshyn 1978) . In an early vision of artificial intelligence systems, he observes that a system with a knowledge data-base and a language processor might succeed in carrying out a coherent dialogue, but without a perceptual component, it ''would not know what it was talking about''. This observation highlights an important aspect of the two systems, and their interrelationship, e.g., the fact that there are both intra-systemic relations and intersystemic relations. Thus, in language, there are relations between words based on their linguistic features, such as phonological similarity, whereby a preceding word may prime a following word purely based on some phonological overlap between the two. Priming effects are also observed on the basis of semantic association. The fact that such effects are also observed outside of any context, whether linguistic or visual, supports the idea that they are due to purely intra-linguistic relations as a result of how these words are stored in long-term memory (the ''mental lexicon'', cf Jackendoff and Jackendoff 2002; Altmann 2001) , and how these words are associated in the lexical network, e.g., reflecting neighbourhood effects, frequency effects. In a similar way, and independently of language, the perceptual system processes and stores ''percepts'' or representations of objects and events. Situated and embodied cognition theories claim that the predictive power of human intelligence resides in simulation which implements ''the concepts that underlie knowledge'' (Barsalou 2009 ). Currently perceived situations then ''activate situated conceptualizations that produce predictions via simulations on relevant modalities'' based on an inference mechanism. Even though Barsalou's suggestion assumes multi-modal simulation associated with frequently experienced situations, the integration of intra-linguistic and extra-linguistic (world-world) information is not addressed in detail. Exactly how and at what level of processing do linguistic and perceptual information integrate, at what temporal scale, and which of the two dominates in this process is still a matter of debate. In addition, and more importantly, we still lack comprehensive theoretical models of this interaction (cf. the critical discussion in Magnuson 2019 ).
In the current paper, we review evidence from three specific domains where the bi-directional relation between language and perception is of particular relevance: the importance of object features and affordances in the acquisition of object labels; language-mediated eye movements in the presence of visual context; and gesture as part of an integrated language-vision communication system.
The developmental perspective: learning object labels
The acquisition of object names is often described as a specific challenge for the infant. Following on Quine's (1960) gavagai thought experiment, what a specific word refers to is difficult to determine. In the context of a rabbit scurrying through a field, this expression may refer to the colour of the rabbit, it's fur, the event of scurrying, its' paws or legs, or express an evaluative attitude, e.g., ''What a marvellous creature!''. Still, children emerge successful from the process of learning words and the categories they refer to. It has been suggested that, in this process, visual object recognition plays an important role.
In seminal work over the past couple of decades Linda Smith has studied the underlying cognitive mechanisms that not only accompany, but also determine, word learning in infants and toddlers. One well-attested developmental phenomenon is the so-called shape bias in the acquisition of common nouns, which often refer to object categories. The shape bias is usually documented in experiments where infants are exposed to novel objects and their novel names, whereby the objects in the stimulus design can be either grouped on the basis of colour, shape or texture. These experiments confirm the hypothesis that early on in development, infants primarily attend to, and rely on, shape similarity over other object features, such as colour or texture, in attributing the novel label (Landau et al. 1988) . They also generalise a newly acquired name to novel instances by shape. Attention to object shape has also been found to be a reliable predictor of noun vocabulary growth (Smith et al. 2002; Poulin-Dubois 1999; Gershkoff-Stowe and Smith 2004) .
Independently, it has also been shown that shape plays an important role in early object recognition, and that a robust shape bias and object recognition develop between 18 and 24 months. Crucially, the ability to recognise common objects from sparse shape representations, develops at this stage (Smith 2009 ). Like the shape bias, this ability is more strongly linked to early vocabulary size than age (Smith 2003; Pereira and Smith 2009 ). The sparse representation idea originates from Biederman's (1995) proposal that the internal representations of objects that humans form are based on sparse geometric models (''caricatures'') of the 3-dimensional structure of object shape.
Capitalising on previous research documenting the shape bias and the trajectory of sparse object recognition, Yee et al. (2012) studied the development and the relationship between these two abilities in the same cohort of children. In two experiments, Yee et al. (2012) focused on the period between 18 and 24 months where the development of both skills has been attested to peak and stabilise. Both experiments used a Shape Bias task, a Shape Caricature recognition task and an Object Recognition task. The tasks were preceded by practice trials with 3-dimensional common objects (a flower, a spoon and a duck) whereby infants were familiarised with the experimental tasks by being provided with an illustration of the procedure illustrated on the basis of identifying and retrieving an object upon hearing its name. The experimental tasks were three-alternative forced choice tasks where the child was asked to select an object by its name. In addition, data were collected from the parents using the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) checklist.
The first experiment exploited a cross-sectional design (n = 55, M = 27, age range 18-24 months). For the purposes of analysis, participating children were divided into three noun vocabulary groups: low, with 55 or less nouns, medium, with 56-125 nouns and high, for children with more than 125 nouns in their vocabulary according to the CDI results. Pairwise linear correlations among the variables in that study revealed that children's performance in the Shape Bias and the Shape Caricature Recognition task were correlated and this performance was correlated to noun, and total vocabulary size. Furthermore, vocabulary was a better predictor of scores in both the Shape Bias and Shape Caricature Recognition task than age. These results come to suggest that shape caricature development may pave the way for the development of shape bias in novel noun acquisition. Thus, children can only demonstrate a stable shape bias after they can already recognise objects from sparse shape representations. These predictions were borne out by the longitudinal data from the second experiment where 10 infants were tested once every 3 weeks starting when participants were 18 months old and until they turned 24 months. The analysis of variance of the data revealed a main effect of vocabulary size whereby performance on each task increased as a function of vocabulary size, and a main effect of task. Post hoc analyses revealed that children performed better on the Object Recognition task than the Shape Caricature task, and better on the Shape Caricature task than the Shape Bias task. Additional analyses carried out to establish the temporal ordering of success at shape recognition and shape bias based on a 0.62 correct criterion revealed a pattern of development where the skills required to perform adequately on the Shape Caricature task did not depend completely on the set of skills necessary to perform on the Shape Bias task. This leads to the conclusion that success at the Shape Recognition task actually precedes success at the Shape Bias task. This study thus supports the idea that shape bias, which is an important prerequisite for successful word acquisition, and visual object recognition from sparse representations are developmentally related, and, in addition, that robust object recognition is a prerequisite for, and supports the development of, the shape bias in typically developing children. Further support for these results comes from the evidence from late talkers, where both abilities have been shown to be absent (Jones and Smith 2005) .
The importance of shape as central among perceptual properties of objects is further confirmed by findings of impaired categorisation skills and impaired shape bias in children with autism potentially leading to atypical categorisation and problems with word learning and semantics (Hartley and Allen 2014a; Field et al. 2016; Abdelaziz et al. 2018) . There is also evidence that children with autism are not as successful in categorising objects on the basis of black and white contour sketches in comparison to more realistic colour images of the object (Hartley and Allen 2014b) . Furthermore, symbolic understanding of pictures in children with autism in the study by Hartley and Allen (2014b) was facilitated by iconicity, and particularly colour, but not language. This comes to suggest that impaired object categorisation and atypical reliance on object features in categorisation may be linked to the attested absence of the shape bias in word learning in autism, thus supporting the evidence from the Yee et al. (2012) study. No research, to the best of our knowledge, has directly compared the emergence of object recognition from sparse representations and the development of the shape bias in that population.
Interestingly, these findings are not consistent with the well-documented exceptional ability in high functioning and highly-verbal individuals with autism on abstract pattern recognition, as reflected in superior performance on tasks such as the Block Design from the Wechsler scales or matrices (Raven 1998; Dawson et al. 2007; Vulchanova et al. 2012 ). These results may suggest a dissociation between abstract pattern recognition on the one hand, and recognising and categorising real objects from their characteristic features, on the other. This points in the direction of atypical association between the symbols (words, intra-linguistic relations; abstract images) and their referents out in the world (the real objects). This hypothesis is in need of further investigation in well-designed and controlled testing environments.
Language comprehension and visual context: an integrated perspective
An important tool for investigating the bidirectional interface between visual perception and language processing has been the Visual World Paradigm (VWP). In 1974, Cooper showed participants visual displays while playing short passages and noticed that participants were likely to look at objects in the display that were also referred to in the text. Participants' eye movements were also closely time-locked to the text that they heard. Although not popularised in wider psycholinguistic researcher until much later (Tanenhaus et al. 1995) , the basic framework of Cooper's study is still used in VWP studies today.
The primary advantage of the VWP is the strong, systematic, relationship between the auditory linguistic stimulus and eye movements around the visual display. Participants' eye movements are recorded and analysed, and where, when, and how fast participants look can inform research questions about how they are processing the language they hear. Another advantage of the VWP is its flexibility: it can be used to address questions at levels of language processing from the phonological to the discursive. The VWP has been used to study, among others, phonological effects on word recognition (Allopenna et al. 1998) , facilitative effects of selectional restrictions (Altmann and Kamide 1999) , the mental representation of scenes (Altmann and Kamide 2009) , and the role of event knowledge in predictive processing (Milburn et al. 2016 ). Furthermore, the VWP is easy for participants to complete: participants are often required only to ''look and listen'' or to follow simple instructions, making it ideal for use in populations, such as older adults (Hayes et al. 2016) , people with aphasia (Mack et al. 2013) , young children (Borovsky et al. 2012) or deficit populations (Norbury 2017; Vulchanova et al. 2019) .
Critically, eye movements in the VWP reflect complex, systematic, interactions between linguistic and visual contexts, and untangling the factors involved in these interactions and the ways in which these interactions motivate eye movements has proven to be challenging (Huettig et al. 2011; Magnuson 2019) . One way of thinking about the relationship between linguistic input and visual context in the VWP is to consider the visual context as a frame onto which the linguistic input is projected: participants interpret the linguistic input within the context of the visual display. To illustrate this, consider studies examining how scene information and event knowledge drive (predictive) eye movements. In a VWP study using naturalistic scenes, Milburn et al. (2016) examined eye movements to targets driven both by information contained in the auditory verb stimulus and world knowledge conveyed by the scene depicted in the visual display. Participants viewed scenes and listened to sentences containing either constraining or unconstraining verbs. For example, the constraining verb drink is most likely to specify liquid items as direct objects (verified by cloze norming). When hearing the sentence Someone will drink the___, participants can predict that something liquid will follow the verb drink even without a visual display. In contrast, the unconstraining verb throw can have a wide range of possible fillers in the direct object position (again verified by cloze norming). However, when accompanied by a scene depicting a bride at a wedding, participants showed rapid eye movements to the bouquet of flowers despite the presence of many throwable objects in the scene, because in a wedding context the bouquet of flowers is the most appropriate direct object for throw. Participants therefore used the visual context to constrain their interpretation of the linguistic stimulus. Most critically for the current discussion, however, Milburn and colleagues as part of their stimulus norming showed the visual stimuli to participants and asked them to briefly describe what might happen next in the scene. They found that participants gave a wide range of answers, only referring to the target objects about a third of the time. This suggests that, during the eyetracking portion of the experiment, participants in turn used the linguistic stimuli to constrain their interpretation of the scenes: although each scene contained rich nonlinguistic semantic information pointing to a wide variety of possible events, participants used the linguistic information provided in the auditory stimulus to constrain and guide their interpretation of this semantic information, leading them to the appropriate direct object. Thus, the relationship between linguistic and visual context in the visual world is both complex and bi-directional.
This complex relationship raises two critical questions for researchers interested in the interactions between language and perception. First, psycholinguistic research using the VWP depends on the tight linkage between eye movements and language processing, but the mechanism underlying this linkage is unclear, and often left implicit (Magnuson 2019) . In this volume, Magnuson reviews four possible linking hypothesis underlying fixations in the VWP, pointing out that the nature of the linking hypothesis assumed by the researcher has implications for the interpretation of eye movement patterns, and that fixations to one item in a display over another may be driven by competition, co-activation, or even facilitation. Lack of formal linking hypotheses can therefore result in experimental results being attributed to the wrong processing level.
Paralleling this work, a second critical question for researchers using the VWP is the nature of the mechanisms underlying context effects on eye movements and language processing. In this issue, Knoeferle discusses the factors that may predict stronger or weaker context effects during language processing, paying particular attention to how language may be grounded in a visual context with reference to the comprehender's knowledge of the world. This perspective is congruent with that proposed by Altmann and Kamide (2007) , in which language processing reflects an increasingly complex mental world as the comprehender draws on their knowledge of scenes and events [see also work by McRae and Matsuki (2009) showing rapid effects of world knowledge on comprehension]. Critically, Knoeferle (2019) proposes that not all effects of visual context may be caused by the same underlying mechanism-distinct language-world relations elicit distinct context effects-and demonstrates a strong role for comprehender-specific characteristics modulating context effects during comprehension.
Taken together, the questions raised in these reviews collectively call for more detailed models of the bidirectional interface between vision and language. Given that visual context affects language processing-and therefore drives eye movements-in complex ways, fuller conceptions of how specific language-world relationships elicit specific context effects can inform the development of clear linking hypothesis between eye movements and language processing. More broadly, this work can deepen our understanding of linguistic and perceptual interactions.
Language and gesture
Within the growing field of gesture studies, gestures that accompany speech are seen as part of the language system. Research over the past three decades has accumulated evidence suggesting that language and gesture are part of an integrated common system of communication (McNeill 1992 (McNeill , 2015 . For example, brain imaging studies in adults demonstrate that the process of meaning integration between speech and co-occurring gesture involves classic language areas in the left frontal and temporal lobes and their right hemisphere homologues (Andric and Small 2012; Dick et al. 2014) .
Gesture has been shown to play an important role in communicative development. Gesture development, and the production of deictic gesture pointing in particular, both predates and predicts later language development in typically developing children (Iverson and Goldin-Meadow 2005) . In contrast, delayed and atypical gesture development has been documented in children with autism (see Ramos-Cabo et al. 2019 for a qualitative review, and Ramos-Cabo et al. in preparation), thus suggesting a possible break-down in an integrated gesture-language communication system. Furthermore, the functional neuro-anatomy of gesture-speech integration has been shown to vary depending on individual differences in how gesture is processed in children and in the course of development. Thus, the gesture-speech integration network was differentially activated to meaningful gestures accompanying stories only in the children who found meaning in the gestures they were shown, but not for children who did not show this behaviourally (Demir-Lira et al. 2018) . Those studies also demonstrate that the neuro-anatomy of gesture-speech integration becomes more refined and less widely distributed over the course of development.
The close interaction between the visual world and co-speech gestures is especially apparent in iconic gestures. Iconic gestures depict something concrete resembling an action, event or object (McNeill 1992) . From among iconic gestures, motion event gestures that refer to events like ''rolling down'' or ''jumping up'' are the most comprehensively studied. In gesturespeech production studies of this type, participants typically watch a cartoon which they then have to retell to an interlocutor. This method is most appropriate for gesture elicitation, especially when comparing video stimuli to static stimuli. Those comparisons reveal that, unlike dynamic stimuli, static stimuli appear to reduce gesture frequency (McNeill 2005; Hostetter and Hopkins 2002) , thus confirming that the communication system interacts closely with the perceptual system. Importantly, research using the method of retelling a video stimulus has shown that the content of a gesture is shaped by both the visual input and the language being produced.
Studies on gestures produced in the context of motion events found that gestural encoding of a motion event depended on how the event was syntactically encoded, even when participants watched the same stimulus cartoon (e.g., Fritz et al. 2019; Akhavan et al. 2017; Kita and Ö zyürek, 2003) . These findings highlight the close relationship between gesture and speech production. More relevant from a perception perspective are studies showing that co-speech gestures can depict aspects of a stimulus which are not present in the spoken modality. For example, Kita and Ö zyürek (2003) looked at whether the direction of the lateral movement of path gestures matched the direction of this movement experienced through the visual stimulus (e.g., A cat swings across the street; from the right side of the screen to the left). Indeed, the direction encoded in the gesture predominantly matched the one participants viewed in the video, although this information was never verbalised. Observations like that led to the Interface Hypothesis, proposing that gesture and speech are tightly linked throughout the production process. However, gestures originate outside of the speech production system, which allows them to encode aspects of the visual world that are not present in speech (Kita 2000; Kita and Ö zyürek 2003) , and thus supplement the message conveyed by language (Iverson and Goldin-Meadow 2005) . It is exactly iconic gestures which add information, e.g., for disambiguation, that activate the classical language areas (Dick et al. 2014) .
Further evidence of the tight relationship between speech and gesture comes from neuro-physiological research on iconic gestures. EEG/ERP studies have shown that information provided via co-speech gestures is processed similarly to speech input (e.g., Kelly et al. 2004; Holle and Gunter 2007; Ö zyürek et al. 2007) , indicating that people can extract meaning from gestures. Moreover, research has found that cospeech gestures become part of a comprehender's discourse model, indicating that information from both gesture and speech is integrated and used to form a unified meaning representation of the input. This suggests that comprehenders do not distinguish between information perceived via the visual or auditory channel (see Ö zyürek 2014, for a review), and support the speech-gesture integration neuroanatomy findings (Dick et al. 2014; Demir-Lira et al. 2018) . Behavioural studies further highlight the communicative function of gestures. For example, information exclusively conveyed via gesture in a stimulus can be picked up in a participant's retelling of the stimulus (e.g., Cassell et al. 1999) . Furthermore, in a production study, Alibali et al. (2001) manipulated whether participants could see their interlocuter or not. They found that visibility of the interlocuter resulted in the production of more iconic gestures.
Despite an increasing interest in multimodal language comprehension, there is little research on the eye-gaze of comprehenders during multimodal interactions. Generally, listeners' eyes fixate on gestures very rarely. Eye-tracking studies demonstrate that as much as 90-95% of the time within a face-to-face interaction, listeners fixate on the speaker's face (Gullberg and Holmqvist 2006) . Thus, gestures are mainly perceived through peripheral vision. However, fixations on gestures increase under certain circumstances. Gullberg and Kita (2009) found that this is the case for gestures that include a hold before a next gesture begins. Increased fixations on such gesture holds might be the result of the sudden change in the visual field. Alternatively, holds may be a challenge for peripheral vision, because if there is no motion that the comprehender can perceive, then a shift in eye-gaze is necessary to take up any new visual information. Furthermore, the same study found increased gesture fixations for gestures that were first fixated by the speaker. The influence of the speaker's gaze on the attention the comprehender is paying to gestures suggests a social component of gestural fixations.
The distribution of attention between gestures and other visual input would be interesting to study within the visual world paradigm. Although this paradigm has been used in a co-speech gesture study (Silverman et al. 2010) , the authors did not report the proportions of fixations to the centre-screen gesture stimulus. Generally, sign language studies using the visual world paradigm have demonstrated that this paradigm can be used to investigate language processing in the visual modality (see for example Wienholz and Lieberman, 2019) . Future studies of multimodal language comprehension could employ the visual world paradigm to answer questions about gesturespeech integration and whether gestures play a role in predictive language processing.
Summary
We have reviewed three specific domains where the tight interface between language and perception are most evident. In early cognitive and language development, the perceptual affordances of objects, and specifically, object shape play an important role in the acquisition of object labels and drive vocabulary growth. Visual context constrains the way listeners interpret spoken language, while speech serves to guide listeners' attention to visually present entities, as revealed in studies employing the Visual World Paradigm (VWP). In turn, gestures, which originate in the visual and motor systems, interact systematically with language, either complementing or supplementing the verbal message. While research has provided evidence of the interaction, the exact levels at which these two systems interact, the time-course of the interaction, and more importantly, what is driving the interaction, remain largely open questions in need of future research.
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